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Security by Design: 
Counterterrorism at the 
Airport

Mark Maguire and David A. Westbrook

Introduction

In 2019, more than 4 billion passengers trav-
elled by air, many through international air-
ports. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has 
restricted global travel, but aerial modernity 
will return. Although those with wealth and 
status may glide past special gates, perhaps 
even through a separate building, the great 
majority of people will run a gauntlet of in-
sulting rules, imperious stratification and in-
trusive surveillance. The hope is that there is 
reason behind the maddening regulations. 
And one may occasionally catch a glimpse 
of subtler designs: plainclothes officials ap-
pear and disappear; armed patrols switch 
direction according to earpiece commands. 
Airports thus struggle to reconcile the mod-
ern goals of freedom as mobility and security 
from physical violence.

Perhaps this contradiction explains the 
strangely bifurcated literature on airports, 
with celebratory books positioned on the 
coffee table and critical texts in the scholarly 
library.1 Many in the critical social sciences 
openly admit that the airport is hard to study, 
a place of contradictions and dizzying com-
plexity that resists traditional situated analy-
sis. One is often left with abstractions such 

as “the State” and metaphors such as “the-
atre.”2 While hardly easy, a more empirical 
approach is possible. Since 2015, our work 
has drawn on paraethnographic research 
with counterparts in the world of counter-
terrorism.3 Our focus has been on specific 
terror attacks and the responses of key agen-
cies and actors—security bureaucracies, elite 
special forces, managers, experts and de-
signers. We reconstructed attacks in Belfast, 
Glasgow, London, Paris and Nairobi, attacks 
on airports and symbolic spaces but also at-
tacks on the “unsuspecting public.” The re-
sulting 2020 book, Getting through Security: 
Counterterrorism, Bureaucracy and a Sense 
of the Modern, develops an image of con-
temporary counterterrorism as secretive and 
dangerous but also fractured, limited and 
haunted by failure.

Here we look closely at one particu-
lar challenge in the world of airport coun-
terterrorism, that of securing the airport’s 
“landside” zone. We describe this challenge 
through the eyes of key European agencies 
and actors; we acknowledge their desire for 
handy solutions, such as security by design, 
but also their willingness to do better. Instead 
of a portrait of coherence and excessive 
power, we show security to be a dangerous 
scene where responsibility meets uncertainty.

It Could Be You

In the world of security, someone is always 
responsible. The individuals responsible for 
airport security always hope that the day 
ahead will be empty, free of incident. But at 
any given moment a catastrophic event may 
occur, so security officials live in uncertain 
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fear that the worst might happen when they 
are in charge. On March 22, 2016, William 
(pseudonym) was one of the people respon-
sible for Brussels Zaventem Airport. A tall, 
thin man with the nervous energy of some-
one who recently quit smoking, William de-
scribes himself as a man going places in the 
years before 2016. Responsibility certainly 
took its toll, but he still felt like the master 
of his domain, confident in answering any 
question of significance. As was his habit, on 
the way to his office at around 7:45 a.m. he 
walked through the arrivals hall with a take-
away coffee in hand. It was a good way to 
meet people and be seen by other security 
officers, his “troops.” He may have passed by 
three men pushing luggage trollies—he can-
not be sure, he told us, and the CCTV cover-
age is partial. Regardless, at exactly 7:58 one 
of the men detonated a massive nail bomb at 
the Delta Airlines check-in area. The build-
ing shuddered, then the screaming began. A  
second man ran toward fleeing travelers to 
maximize the death toll from his improvised 
explosive device, while a third attacker fled 
the scene without detonating his suitcase 
bomb. He remained at large in the capital 
of Europe for days, a mysterious l’homme au 
chapeau, the man with the hat.

William is not a detective, nor is he an 
armed responder. He is a security bureau-
crat; his job is to implement plans with 
elaborate protocols. That day, the commu-
nication system failed, and alerts to coun-
terterrorism special forces, ordonnance 
experts and medical services did not go 
as planned. The situation was confusing. 
Were more terrorist cells in play? An hour 
later, another explosion ripped through 
Maalbeek Metro station right in the heart 

of Brussels. That day, March 22, 35 people 
lost their lives at the airport and metro sta-
tion, and many hundreds were physically 
and psychologically scarred, the day that 
William was responsible.

What to do? In Getting through Security 
we describe airport security as a perpetual 
game of “castles and cannons,” with as yet 
unseen malicious actors. Each new threat 
occasions a defensive response (building a 
castle wall), to be countered or evaded by 
a different form of attack (a new cannon). 
The attackers might arrive by taxi, as on 
March 22, but they might just as easily be 
among one’s staff, so-called insider threats. 
One might think about some recent phases 
in airport security to illustrate matters more 
finely. During the 1960s, hijackings were a 
common monthly occurrence in the United 
States. In 1972, hijackers threatened to crash 
an airliner into Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, changing the rules of the game, so to 
speak. New security measures hardened air-
ports and aircraft in response. During the 
1980s, a spate of airline bombings resulted 
in passenger-to-baggage matching, among 
other measures. Whatever the threat, the re-
sponse was always to introduce new rules, 
technologies and designs to prevent “unlaw-
ful interference” while preserving “business 
continuity”—that is, mobility, shopping, any 
other important “airport experience.”

A raft of new counterterrorism measures, 
from biometric security to passenger surveil-
lance, came into force internationally in the 
wake of the terrorist attacks on September 
11, 2001. The technology sector was quick 
to offer assistance and seek profit. One senior 
partner in a multinational firm described a 
deliberate corporate pivot to the new home-
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land security market. “Proof of concept” was 
needed, he explained to us, so his firm col-
laborated on publicly funded research pro-
grams and assisted in various technology tri-
als, such as the use of fast channels through 
airports for “trusted travelers,” meaning busi-
ness-class passengers willing to pay for this 
identifier and to submit to advanced biomet-
ric systems. “The systems worked too well,” 
he told Mark during an interview. Passengers 
signed up “in droves” and only rarely asked 
questions about data protection or privacy, 

but the airport buildings were too old and in-
flexible to respond. “We moved them [pas-
sengers] so quickly that we had them stand-
ing waiting for their baggage for an age,” the 
technology entrepreneur explained. Or, even 
worse still, “We’d get them through ‘security’ 
but they’d run into some other bottleneck, 
alongside economy class.” Today, he is a 
leading advocate for comprehensive security 
by design.

To think about airport security is to con-
sider bureaucratically byzantine, multidi-

Figure 2. “Brussels after the terror attacks,” photograph by Matthias Ripp, Creative Commons CC BY 2.0 license.
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mensional and interdependent systems that 
nonetheless may be understood and acted 
upon by experts. Not only security is at is-
sue. To be introduced, each new measure is 
tested according to a calculus that considers 
the potential risk and cost against passenger 
delay, the latter counted to the exact second. 
During an interview, one airport police in-
terlocutor expressed the security portion of 
the calculus thus: “We don’t make money, 
we cost money.” In the world in which Wil-
liam and other security professionals oper-
ate, it is actually rather hard to do anything 
to improve security.4 And yet security must 
be improved, infinitely, and specified prob-
lems must be met with credible, scalable 
solutions. Airports are not secured by single 
devices or even coordinated systems, yet 
everything must work in harmony. Thus an 
approach or story that gives meaning is re-
quired, one that provides a high level of trust, 
reassurance, perhaps even rest.

To this point we have described the view 
from inside the castle; we see fragmentation, 
limitation, competition for scarce resources. 
From the outside, however, all one sees is ex-
panding layers of security measures and de-
vices, with insulting rules announced to the 
peasants from atop the walls.5 But it may be 
possible to consider responses other than the 
imposition of still more rules or the deploy-
ment of yet more technology. Such alterna-
tive solutions, however, are only possible if 
one understands the problem to hand.

Landside

In the wake of September 11, airline security 
was hardened with everything from intrusive 

database checks to physically stronger cock-
pit doors. It became significantly more dif-
ficult to sneak a weapon past the gauntlet of 
agents and detection machinery. “Airside,” 
the sterile area of the airport beyond secu-
rity clearance, including the apron and run-
ways, is now safer than ever. But there is still 
the so-called landside challenge that keeps 
people such as William up at night, and 
to which security by design is a partial re-
sponse.6 Landside is the whole world before 
security clearance. In 2006, Madrid-Barajas 
Airport was attacked. In 2007 a plot failed at 
the doors of Glasgow Airport’s terminal, and 
a plot to attack JFK International was foiled 
the same year. Then came the horrifying at-
tack on Moscow’s Domodedovo Airport in 
2011. Year after year, the list of successful, 
failed and foiled attacks grew. In March 2016 
it was the turn of Brussels Airport, followed a 
few months later by a devastating attack on 
Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport. The pattern, Euro-
pean counterterrorism experts told us, was 
clear: Terrorists were targeting the crowded 
landside zones with improvised explosives 
and (in the case of Atatürk) small arms, but 
worse, they were responding dynamically 
to crowd movement by herding people. A 
“nightmare scenario” emerged: People might 
die in horrifying numbers at an airport, but 
the security system of that airport would re-
main untouched. The castle’s walls would be 
rendered irrelevant.

Even at first glance it is clear that the di-
mensions of this landside problem are diz-
zying. First, we have to account for the sheer 
scale of an international airport. Brussels Za-
ventem—an airport that only ranks as 24th 
busiest in Europe—catered for more than 
25 million passenger trips in 2019 and has a 
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campus of 1,254 hectares, on which 25,000 
people are employed at any one time.

In Getting through Security we discuss 
ethnographic research with several airport 
police forces. One day during a months-
long ethnography project on “community 
policing” in a major international airport, 
Mark accompanied a seasoned officer as he 
patrolled the campus perimeter in an SUV. 
The officer pointed at one of the terminals, 
just visible beyond a motorway interchange 
choked with cars and busses, before lament-
ing, “I can’t protect this. How could I?” To 
say that William or this officer faced a dif-

ficult challenge is not to grant undue sympa-
thy to those who should be able to reassure 
the public by at least projecting competence. 
Rather, we note the technical challenge they 
face and the fact that this challenge always 
exceeds expectation. Second, consider that 
after 9/11 in counterterrorism circles the ter-
rorists of the future were defined specula-
tively as “unknown persons with never-be-
fore-seen weapons who intend to cause the 
maximum loss of life with no regard for their 
own preservation.” Of course there are varia-
tions on this, depending on jurisdiction and 
training program. Moreover, after the Brus-

Figure 3. “Denver Airport Security Lines,” photograph by alist, Creative Commons CC BY-NC 2.0 license. [The 
photographer explains the image thus: “Weirdest thing. They funnel everyone through these long, long lines. You can 
watch it all from above.”]
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sels attack, the intention to cause maximum 
loss of life was painted as efforts to target “the 
unsuspecting public.” How to design security 
when neither form nor function is clear?

Early policy statements made by key in-
ternational bodies in the wake of the attacks 
on Brussels and Atatürk Airports showed a 
certain bureaucratic sympathy for the land-
side problem. The International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO 2017), the Leviathan of 
aerial modernity, issued a regulatory amend-
ment that begins by insisting that all con-
tracting authorities (i.e., states) “ensure that 
landside areas are identified,” that risk-based 
analyses inform security measures and that 
there is coordination between “relevant de-
partments, agencies, other organizations of 

the State, and other entities” such that “re-
sponsibilities for landside” are defined. Here 
one can see the true scale of the problem 
surfacing, especially for European counter-
terrorism. Landing at a given airport and exit-
ing passport control and customs, consider 
that the building may be owned by a quasi-
governmental or commercial enterprise and 
patrolled by a mix of state police and pri-
vate security, perhaps with a military pres-
ence. Does “landside” begin in the terminal 
or outside at the transit center or taxi stand, 
and where does it end, exactly? When one 
steps off the metro in the nearest city center? 
And what of major airports such as Amster-
dam Schiphol, with its 71 million passengers 
per annum and 28 square kilometer campus, 

Figure 4. “NYC – JFK Airport: TWA Flight Centre,” photograph by Wally Gobetz, Creative Commons CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 
license.
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where one departs the terminal by walking 
through a shopping area that opens out into 
the city center? At multiple closed counter-
terrorism training events we attended as re-
searchers, the core question, as we came to 
expect, was, Who is responsible? In public, 
the discussion was less embarrassing and 
more focused on possible new measures and 
matters of design.

Who’s in Charge?

An airport is a particular place and a node, 
a nexus point, in an international system of 
transport, technology and regulatory stan-
dards. The ICAO is most insistent on “the 
highest practical degree of uniformity.” Thus 
to advance a specific new measure meant to 
change the system in general. In the imme-
diate wake of the Brussels attacks, various 
security experts took to the news media to 
insist on the “Israeli model,” which denotes 
the movement of security checks and the re-
sulting crowds away from terminals to the 
outskirts of the airport campus. Airport ter-
minals are halls of glass and movable objects 
that might become shrapnel. Better to spread 
the people out, and far from breakables. Al-
though this sounded sensible enough, as 
conversations played out in public, it be-
came obvious that cause and effect are not 
so easy to establish in the realm of security.7 
One may extend security outside a building 
only to be struck by an insider threat; one 
may reduce the crowd in one area only to 
make it more vulnerable elsewhere. More-
over, discussion of international exemplars 
or models quickly lost traction on the soft 
ground of values, context, culture.8

Security is hard to think. Experts might 
think about concentric rings, perhaps each 
having a different security measure, with 
some measures for show, some to generate a 
delay or an alert. Experts also think about se-
curity systems as polyfunctional and interop-
erable. An entertaining information console 
that guides people around the terminal and 
indicates different shopping opportunities 
might be constructed so as to be shatterproof, 
fire-retardant and bulletproof; or it might not 
be any of those things, because the airport 
budget did not permit such an extravagant 
purchase. To explain the landside challenge, 
one has to describe actual vulnerabilities and 
explain the limits of security. That is not easy. 
One is not permitted to discuss specific vulner-
abilities in the public sphere. Important events 
are invitation only or are entirely closed to the 
public; there is no obvious forum in which 
members of the public see and respond to that 
which is done in their name. In the absence of 
informed conversation across lines of exper-
tise, paranoia spreads within reason.9

In 2018, a closed European counterter-
rorism research group met near Dublin, a 
meeting that Mark attended by invitation. 
By that point, the ICAO guidelines had been 
interpreted by European civil aviation au-
thorities, and those responsible for landside 
security had been identified, as far as pos-
sible. “Israeli models” had been rejected as 
excessive. And the cost of retrofitting blast-
resistant material also had been judged to 
be excessive and unlikely to reduce risk. 
William, one of the presenters, took the 
floor and gave a presentation on the Brus-
sels Zaventem attack. As he spoke about the 
airport’s pre-2016 measures and attack time 
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line, he flicked from slide to slide, each with 
an airport image or CCTV still. The audience 
watched as the terrorists exited a taxi; an-
other camera picked them up entering the 
terminal. The time stamp showed 7:58, and 
the presentation slide changed to show the 
terminal façade. The building erupted with 
shattering glass, fragments of concrete and 
great clouds of smoke. We watched the foot-
age with William, who stood with his back to 
the audience, concentrating as if seeing the 
images for the first time. Something needed 
to be done. But what was most interest-
ing about this meeting, and similar ones in 
other European jurisdictions, was that front-

line security managers were not driving the 
discussion, nor were the physically assertive 
but rather lost-looking members of tacti-
cal units. Such “practitioners” were at the 
table but were expected to cooperate with 
applied academics, corporate representa-
tives and members of “industry liaison” net-
works. It was quickly clear that in the closed 
counterterrorism meeting in Dublin, as in 
numerous other meetings across Europe, the 
landside challenge was a problem technol-
ogy companies and academic technologists 
intended to solve with premade products 
assembled to make meaning collectively, as 
security by design.

Figure 5. “Security Design Conference, Westminster, London,” photograph by Mark Maguire.
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Security by Design

Security by design is a conceptual approach 
familiar to those working in the architecture 
of information technology systems as one path 
to cybersecurity. The idea is to integrate secu-
rity concerns into a whole-of-system design 
process. Security by design addresses known 
vulnerabilities but also weaknesses yet to be 
exploited; during the design process, partici-
pants imagine what a malicious actor would 
do, based on what might be described as cred-
ible speculation. The approach thus captures 
the internal impulse towards unending spec-
ulation and critique while trying to tame the 
dizzying complexity of external reality. Put 
differently, the goal is to reduce an insoluble 
problem into a series of boxes which are ar-
ranged in a reality-as-a-diagram process. It’s 
all very reassuring. The expectation in a busy 
international airport is that IT systems, security 
staff and access control will all nest together. 
People and things should be in the right place 
at the right time, and physical environments 
should not be open to weaponization, all 
while reducing the “threat surface.” A prac-
titioner like William, then, should be able to 
walk through Brussels airport knowing that 
vulnerabilities have been mapped, that the 
taxis do not drop people mere feet from the 
front door of the terminal, but instead passen-
gers should walk a distance and pass stand-off 
trace detection systems that may automatically 
trigger a shutdown. William should know that 
the raised flower beds outside the terminal are 
secured to the ground with steel to prevent a 
vehicle from crashing into the building, and 
they are blastproof, too.

There is an aesthetic here. Security should 
visible to the expert eye but relatively invis-

ible to the public, such that it runs the length 
of one’s interaction with a process or space, 
facilitating that interaction, until it does not. 
Clearly, then, one might argue that security by 
design delivers securitization by stealth in the 
form of expert discourse in concrete form, of-
ten literally concrete. But such an approach 
risks closing down analysis before it truly be-
gins. Inspired by and at some odds with Max 
Weber, we are interested in the contempo-
rary scenes where the responsibilities of the 
state and nonstate actors meet uncertainty. 
Thus understood, security by design’s efforts 
to close off security’s inherent limitations are 
doomed to a degree of failure, just as are ef-
forts to avoid all risk, including terrorism.

Security by design is institutionally ap-
pealing in part because it addresses itself 
to no threat in particular and to the smooth 
functioning of airports in general. In so do-
ing, security by design tells a story and paints 
a picture. One is invited to imagine the likely 
progress of a traveler through airport space 
and think about the multiple design devices 
along the route, with the sympathetic cyber-
systems and communication infrastructure 
ticking along. Perhaps smart CCTV systems 
will use behavioral algorithms to manage 
crowd flow while searching for abnormal 
patterns. And, as each device is added to 
the airport-as-diagram, and as each fortifica-
tion acquires a friendly veneer or recedes to 
the background, complexity and uncertainty 
fade to modernity of a kind.

The Airport Para-ethnographically

Something had to be done, indeed, and per-
haps all of this will make us safer. But as 
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Dwight D. Eisenhower is reported to have 
quipped, “If you want total security, go to 
prison. … The only thing lacking … is free-
dom.” At the end of the day, as William knew 
well, there was very little if anything that 
could have been done to prevent the attack 
on March 22, 2016. At the time, Brussels was 
in a heightened state of alert following the 
wave of Islamic State–inspired attacks across 
Europe over the previous 12 months. Intel-
ligence services issued specific warnings, 
and police raided a terrorist safe house in the 
days before the attack. Nonetheless, in a pe-
riod of just a few minutes, three men went 
from being ordinary-looking passengers with 
luggage to suicide bombers.

The landside zone is a contemporary fo-
cal point in the more general problem of 
security, for which “castles and cannons” is 
shorthand. “Securing” an uncertain future 
is an unavoidable oxymoron: Security can-
not be known precisely because the future is 
uncertain. Nor is the pursuit of security cost-
less. When we spoke to William, and to other 
responsible individuals in Belfast, Glasgow, 
London, Paris and Nairobi, it was clear that 
they were not looking to turn their airports or 
shopping malls into high-tech prisons. Wil-
liam searched for solutions, but only secu-
rity by design was on the table as something 
reasonable, scalable, acceptable. Security by 
design became an official way for airport bu-
reaucracies to conceptualize what they were 
doing to forestall horrific possibilities.

Questions such as how to think about an 
institutional response such as security by de-
sign, and more generally how to think out-
side of the game of castles and cannons, can-
not be answered in the abstract, certainly not 
in a short article. But we think it is important 

to note that ethnographers have a real op-
portunity here. Doors are open for conver-
sation, though such conversations are diffi-
cult, often uncomfortable. In our work, we 
noted a desire among some (not all) police 
for training in deescalation, a desire among 
managers to explore the security “culture” of 
their organizations and a desire among vari-
ous experts to discuss responsibility and un-
certainty with the public. Local experiments, 
some resembling ethnography, were already 
taking place, as practitioners contemplated 
their own worlds. The securityscape is nei-
ther contiguous nor coherent; it is filled with 
cracks and gaps. Para-ethnographically we see 
the possibility to temper power by engaging 
with counterparts, and at the very least we see 
the possibility of more informed critique.
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